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Abstract
In the last couple of years, many

research projects dealt with the determi-
nation of load limits of cylindrical worm
gears. These projects primarily focused
on the load capacity of the worm wheel,
whereas the worm was neglected. This
contribution present investigations
regarding damages such as large scores
and cracks on the flanks of case-hard-
ened worms.

Introductlnn
The load-carrying capacity of cylin-

drical worm gears is generally limited by

F,ig. I-Test stand for scori,lgdamage,
center distance a = 1(/0 mill.

F.ig. 2-Test stand Jar crackiJlgda11lag,e,
center dislafll:e a ::::250 111111.

Fig. 3-Large score marks on ,a case-
hardened Klorm.

the worm wheel made of bronze, This
material has a lower strength than the
worm made of steel. Critical loads are
reached if pitting. sliding wear, tooth
breakage, scuffing or high oil tempera-
tures occur. However, in the last couple
of years, defects such as radial cracks or
large scores have increased on the case-
hardened worm surface. These detects
can cause an increased wear on the wonn
wheel, which can lead to a premature loss
of drive. This report shows a way to
determine the maximum permissible load
thai. leads to these defects. as well as te t-
ing new methods which increase the load
carrying capacity.

Test Conditions
The test runs to examine score marks

and cracks on hardened worm flanks
were executed separately on two electri-
cally strutted test stands. The mating
materials are case-hardened worms made
of 16MnCr5 steel and worm wheels
made of GZ-CuSn12Ni bronze. 'tests for
scoring were executed with gear sets
with a oenter distance 0'1' a = 100 rnm, a
gear ratio of i= 41: 2, a worm shaft
arranged below the worm gear am:! splash
lubrication ..Figure 1 shows the test stand
that was employed for scoring tests.

After assembly and adjustment of the
contact pattern, the worm gear sets were
loaded immediately with the entire
torque and run for 336 hours, without any
running-in process. The rotational speeds
of the tested WOlTIlS were:

nl = 400,: 650; 1;030 and 1,470 lImin.
The torque varied from l.0 to 1.75

times the nominal torque that is given by
the gear manufacturer (Ref. 7). Cracks 011

the worm flanks were tested on larger
gear sets with a center distance of a ==
250 rnrn, a gear ratio of i ""39:2, a WOIDl

shaft arranged above tbe worm gear and
a combined splash/circulating lubrication
with an external oil cooling system. That

test stand is shown in Figure 2.
The testing period is limited to a max-

imum of 1,650 hours. The rotational
speeds are 1,500 and 2,200 Ilmin.
During the tests, the applied torque
exceeds the nominal torque 1.75 and 2.00
times. The employed lubricant for each
case is a poly glycol called FVA-refer-
ence-oil PG4 (Ref. 4) with additive com-
bination LPI.655.

Test Results: Scoring
Figure 3 illustrates a worm. gear dam-

aged by score marks, Compared to new,
never-run worms, the flanks show a
rough surface within the area of contact.
These score marks are transferred during
operation to the flanks of the worm
wheel and cause excessively increased
wear that often leads to, a premature fail-
ure of the entire gear set.

In order to register the amount of
scoring damage, measurements of the
surface are carried out in the complete
mating area of the wonn shaft. The meas-
urements are taken in the radial direction,
perpendicular 10 tile expected score
marks (Fig ..4).

In the radial direction, parts of the
teeth are separated intQo fOQoI, center and
tip. Tests with a low rotational speed of
nl "" 4001 lImill and J.25 times the nomi-
nal torque show the largest scoring dam-
age. The distribution of the measured
arithmetic mean roughness Ra after test-
ing is given with Figure 5. The measured
values for each position from the begin-
ningto the end of the contact area are
plotted. The roughness of the flanks ill
the initial state is the standard of compar-
ison ..New worms have an average arith-
metic mean roughness of R(J = 0.4 !-lm.

The distribution shown is typical for
worms that are damaged by score marks.
The greatest roughnes alway occurs at
the end of the contact area.close to the tip
of the tooth. Towards the beginning of
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tlIe mating area, the values of the rough-
ne s decrease. Similar tendencle can be
OD erved in the center of th teeth. bul
the maximum values are lower. In the
area of the foot, the measured value.
catter; but they reach comparatively

large value .
Comparative measurement of the

worm shaft. and the worm wheel how a
good representation IOf the coring dam-
age of \he worm flank DYmeasurement
at the whee! tooth center. At this poirn, 1
the malle 1 lubricant film thickness and 1
the smallest relative motions directed:
toward the height of the tooth occur dur- i
ing operation between worm and wheel. :[

Score marks of the worm are reflected ~
011[0 the center of the wheel teeth. ~,
Therefore, score marksat the wheel are ~
uitable for the qualitative de cription of ~

the coring damage at the worm flanks. [
Figure 6 shows the measured arithmetic 1
mean roughne s at the wheel after sepa- ~
role test NOS with different load . All ~
tests were executed with case-hardened 1
worms made w.ith 16Mn r5 steel and ~
wheels made of GZ·CuSnl2Ni bronze. l

The te t result show Eli ignificaJlt!
dependence on rotational speed and l
torque. The amount of scoring damage j
increases with an increase in thetorque i
applied and decreases with the mtatiomlli 1
peed of the worm hafl (Fig. 6). On the j

one hand, increased load lead to an l
increased coring damage. On the other ~
hand. an increased rotational peed lead '
'10 Ie coring. Tile . tronge t coring
damage can be observed at rotational
peed. of III = 400 ]lmin. At rotational

-peeds of more than n, = ]'030 l/min, no
core marks result, even in the case of

high overloads. The roughness of tlle
flanks after testing is almost the same a
in the beginning, The arithmetic mean ~
roughness represents the amount of scor- 1
ing damage. l

A regre ion analysi quantifie the 1
dependence of the expected arithmetic ~
mean roughne on the worm wheel on ~
differenl load a rotational peed n I' :

torque T2 and oil 'Sump 'lelIl:pera~ure t}s by l
four coefficients Q14' j
R.... ., al + (112 - II)·· 11, + a4··" ) • Tz ~ 0 IlJTI (W) !

Figure 7 shows lite expected arim- ! ...--------------..,
metic fOughllessRo..R after application of:
Equation I. A data map show the ~
expeeted : coring damage for the exam-
ined material-lebricam combination
depending Oil torque and rotational
peed.

A observed during IhetesLs, the
roughness increases with increasing load
and decreasing rotational speed. Mea- 1 I

urement during the te ting reveal an . ,
increased wear for Ra.R = 1-2 um, and
excessively increased wear if greater
roughne s applies. In some cases, the
mea ured wear exceed the value pre-
calculated by Dm 3996 (Ret. 3) I.Ipto 20 .
time . For this reason, an arithmetic
mean roughness above R,. = 2 um has to
be particularly regarded as critical. For
operation with constant torqu.e directly
after gear set assembly, the loads should
be cho en in a way that the expected
arithmetic mean roughness lays below I
um, :in order to avoid damaging score
marks.

The presented approach can only be
used to predict the behavior of the tested
malerialJlubricant combination and the
given geometry of the gearsei, A predic-
tion for operating points which are not
represented byjhe examined range of
torque and rotational peed is Illghly
uncertain and not verified by practical
inve tigations, A tran fer of the results to
djfferent. size and another tooth geome-
III}' just by conversien of the dependent
factors 'II' T2, Os to other factors such as
sliiling velocity Vgm and meat! contact
. Ire 0H", Jack of lest. re ults for these
coadinon .

Method to Avoid Seere Marks
Scoring on the worm flanks can be

avoided by the use of PVD-coated
worms such as tho e coated with
BAUNIT C (Ref. 1) or !he use of the
additive GH6. Compared to the basic test
runs,even higher torque can be applied.
No score marks appear during these tests.

on erted oil change after 48 and 144
hou.rshelp to reduce the scoring damage,
However. scoring cannot be avoided
completely by this particular means.

Compared to the basic gear set , no

4

[!] Roughness Measuring Length

8
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Fig..4--Posi/jon~ wbere measurement of
tIle surface are tak,m to .repr-esentscoring
damage.
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up 'the results of everai tests, The testing

period is represented by thelengtll of
each bar. Different hatching indicates
several defects on the worm flanks, The

employed WOI'm materials a we:1I as the

hardening processes are given with this
figure.

The nominal torque must be exceeded

by far to produce cracks. High load lead
to heavy pitting and, in some cases,
excessi ve wear on the worm wheel . The
cracks on the worm flanks always occur

at the end of the mating area and how a
radial alignment. There are two di fferenl
areas for the origin of the cracks and their
direction of growth. On the one hand,
cracks start at the inner delimitation of

the contact field with a growth direction

towards the tip of the worm tooth (Fig.
9). On the other hand, crack tart at the

tip and grow toward the tooth (Fig. 10) .

For both cases, the origin ofthe cracks is

located within an area of disadvanta-
geous lubrication conditions. After the

tests, a local transfer of bronze can be
observed in these areas.

Theoretical examinations (Ref. 2, 6)
how the smallest lubricant film thick-

ness at the inner delimitation of the worm
mating area. Compared to other areas on
the flank, higher friction factors apply lor

this region. The combination of high fric-
lion factor and the existing peed lead,
particularly towards the end of the mat-
ing area, to high temperatures on the

flank.
Cracks that start at the tip, of a worm

tooth can be observed if large pitied areas

are located on the wheel teeth and
increased wear commence . The tooth
'face tip of the worm "digs" into the feot
of the wheel tooth. The development of a
sufficient lubricating film in this area i
restrained by the sharp-edged tip of the

worm tooth and the prevailing conditions
of motion.

A theoretical analysis of the mating

.Fig. 5-Arilllmetic mean roughness after testing (336.hOllrS). 11/=400 11min, T2 = 1.2S'
TIl.....16MnCrS case-b.ordened/GZ-CuSn12Ni.. -

drives. For economical bench te ts, gear process show a contact or wear between
drives of the size a ::: 250 mm were the tip of the worm tooth and the foot of
examined, These drives were charged the wheel tooth at the end of the worm
with overloads, up to twice the nominal mating area, which eorre pond to the
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test results.
As metallogrsphic examination
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.F!·g.6--ATitJlmetic mean .~ol~glmessof the wl,ee' after.336 hours.

improvement should be expected bythe
application of polished or crowned
worms made of 1.6MnCr5 case-hardened
steel. Spelling can be observed within the
nitrided fringe of gas nitrided worms.

Test. ResuWfs: ,Cracking
Radial cracks on the flanks of case-

hardened worms can be encountered on
gear sets with center distances above Ci :::

200 mm, but. they predominantly occur

with center distances above a::: 400 mm.
High sliding speeds and incornplete tart-
ing contact patterns lead to high specific

loads on the tooth flanks of the e gear

torque.

Figure 8 shows a. bar chart that sums
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show, the flanks of the worm were
stressed by very high temperatures with-
in the mating area. The fringe texture i.

thermally influenced. Even rehardening
of the Hank urfaces occurred. Rehard-
ening require temperatures above the
au tenite temperature of at lea t a'CI ..

723°C'.
lruemal stress analyses reveal, that the

loads applied to the wonn flanks lead! to
high tensional internal stresses within the
fringe. A new worm shows compressive
internal stre se: within the same areas,

The change in the stale of iaiemal
stresses by high surface temperatures is
shown in igllre U. In this example.
'there is no internal stress at the begin-
ning. A short application of a temperature
field to the surface of a part causes com-
pre ive tre ses within areas cia e to the
urface becau e a free, temperature-

caused exten ion i prevented by tile or-
rounding colder areas. An increase of the
temperature causes higher compressive
internal stre es, If these stresse reach
the hot-strain limit. pennanem 'trains
'OCCIIf. The value of the hot strain-limit
depends on the temperature. After
removal. of the thermal Ire , the
deformed area cool down and the SIXain .

are . aved as lensional internal tres e .
Hertzian contact stresses and tangential
loads caused by friction promote this
effect If the local trength of the materi-
al is exceeded by tensional internal
stre eS,Lhe growth of a cruck com-
mences.

Test 'Conclusion
The nominal torque ha to be exceed-

ed by far to produce cracks on, the worm
flank. For thi reason, Lhese defects

sheuld not be expected under normal
working condition with worm gear
dri ....e of the tested size. The defects are
cau ed by high thermal loads in combi-
nation with a. local transfer of bronze, In
particular. cracks occur in combination
with heavily pitied worm wheels.

Tha.t is another reason wily !pilting
should be avoided. Gas mtridcd worms
tend to .pan within the nitrided layer.

In order '10 reduce 'the risk of cracks on
case-hardened worms, the specific load
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Fig. 8-Tes, results cracking ..Wheel is GZ-C"S,112Wi; lrtbricant: FVA·PG4 '" LPl655

on the flanks. lIould be reduced and me vent local transfer of bronze:
loud-capacily again I cuffing should! be
increased. Ia general, this can be reached
by !he following means:
• Largest. possible starting contact pat-
tern;

• Fasr running-m by use of a bronze
with low 'Iccnglh in combination with a
mineral oil. subsequent oil change and
use of a more efficient polyglycol:
., Use of a lubricant with high load-
apacity against scuffing in order to pre-

• Prevention of pitting on th wonn
wheel (for precalculatioa, ee Ref. 5).

Conh .. ions
This research project explores the

criticalloads of hardened worms that are
combined with wheels made of bronze,
Two different types IOf defects, large
scores and radial cracks. are examined
eparately .

A map for score damage can be creat-
ed. It show that all increased amount of
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Fig. 9-Worm t~ken from test T3. Origin,
,o/the crack,alll,e imlerdelimitaliOll o/the
eontac: field (cracks redrawn for bet1,er
illustraJion).,

Fig. 1000Worm takenfllom ret Tl. Origin
o/,tlle crack at Ihe tip o/th'l! tooth,.

J;ensJon

Compression --

Temperature

!~t»J ...
"10·•Compression

=:',.",....

Hot-strain limit

Perma.nent strain

Fig . .ll-Changeso/,illternal stresses by tliermalloads.

scoring is to be expected with an
increased load. An increase in rotational
speed reduces [he expected damage.
However, even high overloads do not
produce score marks if high rotational
speeds apply. An effective way to prevent
scoring is tile use of PV[).,coated worms
or the use of a lubricant with the additive
GH6.

To generate cracks on the worm
flanks. the nominal torque must be
exceeded greatly. For this reason, cracks
are not to be expected under normal
working conditions with worm gear
drives of the tested sire. The defects are
caused by high thermal loads in combi-
nation with a local transfer of bronze.
The origin of the cracks is located within

areas of disadvantageou lubrication
conditions and consequently higlt ther-
mal loads. Material tests showed ther-

mally-influenced fringe texture and, in
orne cases, even zones where reharden-

ing occurred ..
Internal stress analy e indicate a

change from initially compressive to
high tensional internal stresses, caused
by high nash temperatures, These stress-
es lead to cracks. if the local strength of
the material is exceeded, In particular ..
cracks occur in combination with heavi-
ly pitted worm wheel . That is another
reason why pining should be avoided.

Further information can be obtained
from the final report on research project
237 of the FVA (Ref. 5).0
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